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Name Lygon Street Precinct B

Address 398-406 Lygon Street BRUNSWICK EAST Significance Level Local

Place Type Shop,Auction Room

Citation Date 2012

Lygon Street Precinct B

Recommended 
Heritage Protection

VHR No HI No PS Yes

History and Historical Context 

 
Locality history



Locality history



The following locality history is from the Lygon Street Heritage Study Stage 1:



Lygon Street was originally known as Cameron Street and began as an extension of Weston Street up to Brunswick Road 
prior to the 1850s.1 The construction of the street between Brunswick Road and Glenlyon Street paved the way for the 
emergence of an independent village of East Brunswick. By 1870 Cameron Street had been renamed Lygon Street by the 
Melbourne City Council, after Lord Lygon, a renowned British statesman of the nineteenth century (Barnes 1987:74).



Lygon Street had been extended from its modest beginnings in the 1850s to reach all the way to Moreland Road by 1900. 
Extension of the street, as well as its development in general, occurred incrementally, progressing northwards from 
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Brunswick Road. The stages of development of the street are in some ways indicated by the three hotels that were 
established there; the Quarry Hotel built prior to 1857, the Lyndhurst Hotel and Coffee Palace on the corner of Albion 
Street, opened in 1890, and the East Brunswick Club Hotel, constructed circa 1894 (Sands & McDougal Municipal 
Directories).



Early development of Lygon Street predominantly occurred at its southern end. The Quarry Hotel was established prior to 
1857 and named presumably for the numerous quarries in the vicinity that provided much of its clientele. By the 1880s, 
the norther end of Lygon Street was marked by the construction of numerous small shops and residences, as well as the 
Lyndhurst Hotel and Coffee Palace. The neighbourhood at the southern end of Lygon Street, just north of Brunswick 
Road, was increasingly consolidated by the turn of the century. Alongside small residences were a diverse array of small 
shops that serviced the needs of local residents, including greengrocers, dressmakers, bootmakers, pastrycooks and 
manufacturers. A bank, a post office and a register of births and deaths were also there by the early 1900s.



In the meantime, development of the remainder of Lygon Street had been localised and sporadic. Large tracts of land 
remained vacant at its northern end, between Victoria and Edward Streets, and development was less concentrated than 
the southern end of the street. Pockets of development, however, echoed the neighbourhood that had emerged at the 
Brunswick Road end, most notably towards the middle of Lygon Street, between Victoria and Albert streets. Lygon 
Street was extended north of Albion Street around 1900, though concentrated development in this portion of the street 
was slow.



Further expansion occurred in the early years of the twentieth century prior to the First World War, and saw the 
establishment of numerous small shopping precincts at various points along the street. Stages of development were 
apparent in the streetscape, with late nineteenth century building neighbouring early twentieth century and inter-war 
constructions. Small factories began to appear on Lygon Street by the early twentieth century, though much construction 
remained focussed on the provision of local shops for local needs. Retail and shopping premises were marked by the 
frequent turnover of occupants, though there tended to be substantial continuity of use.



Electric tram lines, replacing horse-drawn buses, were installed on Lygon Street in 1916. By the 1920s, the vacant blocks 
of land that remained on Lygon Street began to be taken over by small and large factories, shops and semi-industrial 
enterprises. Textile and manufacturing factories dominated the previously undeveloped northern end of the street, taking 
advantage of the large blocks of land that had remained vacant until that time. By the 1930s, Lygon Street was a hive of 
manufacturing activity, boasting amongst others the Perfection Knitting Mills, J. S. Grey paper bag manufacturing and 
the Austral Wire Fence and Gate Co. Interestingly, apart from the early residences established at the Brunswick Road end 
of Lygon Street, it was not until the 1930s that further residential accommodation was built. Several blocks of flats, 
notably at 299 and 434 Lygon Street were constructed. The continued lack of residential accommodation on the street 
emphasised its function in the local community as a shopping and manufacturing precinct, where residents of the back 
and side streets were able to service their needs and socialise with their neighbours. The Lygon Picture Theatre was 
established in 1922, which, along with the three hotels, numerous coffee palaces and the established local-shopping 
precincts, consolidated the social role of Lygon Street.



Further development of Lygon Street occurred after the Second World War, consolidating its manufacturing and 
industrial focus. Textile and manufacturing industries established factories on Lygon Street, occupying land where it was 
available, including the Spicer Factory on Brunswick Road.



More recently, Lygon Street has undergone some redevelopment, but retains much of its eclectic character. The 1970s 
saw an exodus of many of the larger textile manufacturers that had occupied large premises on Lygon Street, and some of 
the buildings have found alternative uses. The smaller shopping precincts on Lygon Street continue to be used by local 
residents, and numerous cafes and bars have emerged in recent years.



The development of the northern parts of Lygon Street had been localised and sporadic. Large tracts of land remained 
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vacant at its northern end, between Victoria and Edward Streets, and development was less concentrated than the 
southern end of the street. Pockets of development, however, echoed the neighbourhood that had emerged at the 
Brunswick Road end, most notably towards the middle of Lygon Street, between Victoria and Albert streets. Lygon 
Street was extended north of Albion Street around 1900, though concentrated development in this portion of the street 
was slow. Further expansion occurred in the early years of the twentieth century prior to the First World War, and saw 
the establishment of numerous small shopping precincts at various points along the street. Stages of development were 
apparent in the streetscape, with late nineteenth century building neighbouring early twentieth century and inter-war 
constructions. Small factories began to appear on Lygon Street by the early twentieth century, though much construction 
remained focussed on the provision of local shops for local needs. Retail and shopping premises were marked by the 
frequent turnover of occupants, though there tended to be substantial continuity of use.



Electric tram lines, replacing horse-drawn buses, were installed on Lygon Street in 1916. By the 1920s, the vacant blocks 
of land that remained on Lygon Street began to be taken over by small and large factories, shops and semi-industrial 
enterprises. Textile and manufacturing factories dominated the previously undeveloped northern end of the street, taking 
advantage of the large blocks of land that had remained vacant until that time. By the 1930s, Lygon Street was a hive of 
manufacturing activity, boasting amongst others the Perfection Knitting Mills, J. S. Grey paper bag manufacturing and 
the Austral Wire Fence and Gate Co (Penrose, 1994; Context 2008). 



Thematic context



This precinct is associated with the following theme/s identified by the City of Moreland Thematic History (2010):

THEME 9: Shopping and retailing in Moreland



Place history



The small precinct between Hickford and Queen Streets did not undergo substantial development until the 1930s. There 
had been minimal construction prior to that time and the 1925 directories record a wood yard and leather case 
manufacturer in the vicinity. The area on the east side of Lygon Street between Hickford and Queen streets itself was 
vacant (Sands & McDougal Municipal Directory 1925). By 1930, several shops had been constructed and were 
occupied by a confectioner, a grocer, auction rooms and a private tenant. In 1930, 398 Lygon Street was occupied by the 
auction rooms of G.H. & J.E. Hooper, who continued there throughout the 1930s. Haylock, a confectioner and 
pastry chef occupies 400 Lygon and S. Lewis, grocer, was the first occupant of 406 Lygon. By 1938, 402-404 were 
occupied by Sievers, a fruiterer, and Drummona, a fishmonger (Sands & McDougal Municipal Directory 1930-38). 
Shops within the precinct continued to be occupied by various small businesses until well into the 1940s, and presumably 
thereafter.



Sources:



Context, 2008, Lygon Street Heritage Study Stage 1, City of Moreland.



Penrose, Helen (ed.), 1994, Brunswick: one history, many voices, Victoria Press, South Melbourne.



Sands & McDougal Municipal Directory.

Description 

 
Physical Description 

 
This precinct occupies the east side of Lygon Street, between Hickford and Queen streets, Brunswick East. It comprises a 
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row of late-1920s commercial buildings which were designed in a simplified Classical Revival style, as was popular 
during the 1920s. The shops were built as a whole, both physically with party walls, and in their detail and presentation. 
Each red-brick shop has a flat parapet articulated with piers at either end, brick dentils below the simple render cornice, 
and flat panels of render both for signage and as a decorative feature. The single-storey shops at Nos 400-406 have a 
continuous cantilevered verandah.



The shops at each end, Nos 398 and 406, respond to their corner sites with a corner entry and chamfered corner of the 
building. Shop No 406 retains its original metal-framed shopfront and highlights. 



No 398, the former Auction Rooms, provides a visual anchor to the row, as it is two-storey and has more wall space to 
elaborate on the same palette of Classical Revival details. The Lygon Street elevation is divided into two uneven bays by 
flat render panels, suggesting pilasters. The parapet is also divided into multiple panels, unlike the single-storey shops 
that have a single panel each. A recessed balcony (infilled) has brick dentils below it, echoing the dentils beneath the 
cornices. The upper-storey windows are domestic in scale and style, with six-over-one sashes. There is a residential 
entrance on Hickford Street, recessed beneath an arch.



Alterations include removal of the cantilevered verandah and enclosure of the recessed balcony to No 398; replacement 
of shopfronts to Nos 398-404; and the stripping of all details from the parapet of No 400 (cornice, dentils, render panels). 
No 400 is also in a neglected condition.



Condition: The condition of the precinct overall is fair - good, with there being a variance in the condition of the 
buildings within the precinct.



Integrity: The precinct retains a fair degree of integrity, retaining much of the essential built form of the 1930s shops 
despite numerous removals and stripping of detail. 


Recommended Management 

 
Conservation Guidelines (General):



Please refer to Local Heritage Policy Cl.22.13 in the Moreland City Council Planning Scheme for the heritage 
management guidelines for this place. 


Statement of Significance 

 
What is significant?



The Lygon Street Precinct B area comprises a row of single storey shops terminating in a two storey shop on the east side 
of Lygon Street between Hickford and Queen Street. It comprises the buildings from 398-406 Lygon Street, and a 
bluestone pitcher lane at the rear of the row. The row of shops was built at the same time (1929-1930), and exhibit similar 
restrained classical detailing and features throughout all buildings. The precinct is in good to fair condition, and despite 
the loss of details and some alterations, retains a fair degree of integrity. 



Elements which contribute to the significance of the precinct include (but are not limited to):.



- The row itself which is a cohesive unit stretching from Queen to Hickford Streets



- The bluestone access lane at the rear of the row
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- The intact shopfront at 406 Lygon Street



- The intact cantilever verandahs on all of the single storey shops 



- The intact parapet form and design 



- Roofs concealed by parapets 



- Both corner buildings actively respond to their location



- The two storey form of the auction room on the corner provides an anchor to the row and embellishes on the details 
used on the other shops.



-The attached form shops with no front setbacks and identical facade widths creating a repetitive module.



-The limited number of modern internally illuminated signs



-Signage generally located on parapet, verandah fascia or beneath verandah



How is it significant?



The Lygon Street Precinct B is of aesthetic significance to the City of Moreland 



Why is it significant?



The Lygon Street Precinct B is aesthetically significant as a rare surviving example of a row of interwar row of shops that 
stretches from street to street. The corner buildings respond to their location, and the two-storey building provides an 
anchor to the row and embellishes on the details used on the other shops. It is of further aesthetic significance as a good 
representative example of a cohesively designed row of interwar shops with classical details. The use of restrained 
classical details, particularly Greek inspired, is one of the markers of 1920s commercial architecture. (Criterion B & 
E)

Assessment Against Criteria 

 
This precinct was assessed in accordance with the processes and guidelines outlined in the Australia ICOMOS Charter 
for Places of Cultural Heritage Significance (The Burra Charter) 1999, using the Hercon criteria. 
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Recommendations 2012 

 

Yes

No

No 

No 

No

-

-

External Paint Controls

Internal Alteration Controls

Tree Controls

Fences & Outbuildings

Prohibited Uses May Be Permitted

Incorporated Plan

Aboriginal Heritage Place

Other Recommendations 

 
This precinct is recommended for inclusion in the Heritage Overlay.   The HO should apply to all properties as show on 
the precinct plan.
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HERITAGE CITATION REPORT

Name Former auction house

Address 398 Lygon Street BRUNSWICK EAST Significance Level Contributory

Place Type Other - Commercial

Citation Date 2012

398 Lygon Street Brunswick East

Recommended 
Heritage Protection

VHR No HI No PS Yes

Description 

 
Physical Description 

 
Former Auction House, 1920s 2-storey corner building with chamfered corner, dentillated parapet; built together with 
400-406



Some windows altered at 1st floor 


Recommended Management 

 
Conservation Guidelines (General):



Please refer to Local Heritage Policy Cl.22.13 in the Moreland City Council Planning Scheme for the heritage 
management guidelines for this place. 


Statement of Significance 
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This place is a contributory element of Lygon Street Precinct B. Please refer to the Hermes precinct citation for a 
statement of significance, description and history. 



Contributory elements are defined as "those that contribute to the significance of the Heritage Place. These should be 
identified in the Statement of Significance or other heritage assessment document, such as a heritage study" (Heritage 
Council of Victoria, The Heritage Overlay, Guidelines for Assessing Planning Permit Applications, Public Draft 2007, 
page 16).

Assessment Against Criteria 

 
This place was assessed in accordance with the processes and guidelines outlined in the Australia ICOMOS Charter for 
Places of Cultural Heritage Significance (The Burra Charter) 1999, using the Hercon criteria. 


Recommendations 2012 

 

No

No

- 

No 

No

-

-

External Paint Controls

Internal Alteration Controls

Tree Controls

Fences & Outbuildings

Prohibited Uses May Be Permitted

Incorporated Plan

Aboriginal Heritage Place

Other Recommendations 

 
This place is recommended for inclusion in the Heritage Overlay.   The HO should apply to all properties as show on the 
precinct plan.
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HERITAGE CITATION REPORT

Name Row of four shops

Address 400-406 Lygon Street BRUNSWICK EAST Significance Level Contributory

Place Type Shop

Citation Date 2012

402-406 Lygon Street Brunswick East

Recommended 
Heritage Protection

VHR No HI No PS Yes

Description 

 
Physical Description 

 
Row of four 1-storey 1920s shops with dentillated parapets



404 - red brick not overpainted; 400 - upper details to parapet removed 


Recommended Management 

 
Conservation Guidelines (General):



Please refer to Local Heritage Policy Cl.22.13 in the Moreland City Council Planning Scheme for the heritage 
management guidelines for this place. 


Statement of Significance 
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This place is a contributory element of Lygon Street Precinct B. Please refer to the Hermes precinct citation for a 
statement of significance, description and history. 



Contributory elements are defined as "those that contribute to the significance of the Heritage Place. These should be 
identified in the Statement of Significance or other heritage assessment document, such as a heritage study" (Heritage 
Council of Victoria, The Heritage Overlay, Guidelines for Assessing Planning Permit Applications, Public Draft 2007, 
page 16).

Assessment Against Criteria 

 
This placewas assessed in accordance with the processes and guidelines outlined in the Australia ICOMOS Charter for 
Places of Cultural Heritage Significance (The Burra Charter) 1999, using the Hercon criteria. 


Recommendations 2012 

 

No

No

No 

No 

No

-

-

External Paint Controls

Internal Alteration Controls

Tree Controls

Fences & Outbuildings

Prohibited Uses May Be Permitted

Incorporated Plan

Aboriginal Heritage Place

Other Recommendations 

 
This place is recommended for inclusion in the Heritage Overlay.   The HO should apply to all properties as show on the 
precinct plan.
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